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On my desktop, my ruler is
out of size I like to use your
application, so help me to
measure distances I am a
computer user and need to
keep an eye on where my
cursor is positioned I know
that rulers are used for their
exact measurements but I
prefer a classic one I use it
on my computer for
graphics and architecture
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drawing I like to get help
from the end user whenever
there is any problem to
solve I buy it for the future
reference System: Windows
10 - 64 bit The primary
screen size: 1360x768
Other: Windows 7,8,10
CPU: Intel Core i5-4590
3.6GHz OS: Microsoft
Windows 10 Version 1703
(build 16299.896) System
Type: Laptop I have
conducted several tests,
where the ruler can be
measured on my desktop
and on the other devices as
well. Desktop: 19in 16in
15in 14in 13in 12in 11in
10in 9in 8in Laptop: 17in
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14.96in 14.72in 14.68in
14.61in 14.59in 14.58in
14.56in 14.5in Conclusion:
The app has a large
measurement list, and
provides a list of various
devices to measure, such as:
Computer Monitor Desktop
Mouse Keyboard Digital
Surface Phone Smartphone
Game Consoles Watch
Laptop Monitor Tablet
Camcorder Camera Camera
Monitor Camera Pixel
Camera Meter Screen Ruler
3 in 1 has a PC Station
mode where the device
shows the dimension that
the ruler can measure,
regardless of the location on
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your desktop. The location
and the orientation of the
ruler can be set individually
to avoid a messy display.
Starting Screen Ruler can
be launched from the start
menu or the desktop
shortcut. It also comes with
a built-in calculator for
more accurate results. Pros:
The tool is easy to use. Just
drag the ruler to the desired
location and click the
measurement button to get
the value. If you are not
sure of a result, it gives you
the option to magnify
and/or reverse the image.
The ruler includes a pencil.
The tool comes in a small
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package. The application
shows the relative
dimension as well. The
settings can be adjusted
without requiring
Screen Ruler 3 In 1 Crack

- Measurement units
(Length, Width, Height) Gizmo to set the ruler
margins - Magnifier to
show the mouse marker Context menu to copy the
clipboard with hex color
code - Ruler to show the
distance - Lines to display
the dimensions of the
desktop - Memory to
generate the table of the last
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measurements - Tools to
rotate the ruler - Clock to
view the time automatically
If you need a
straightforward and
efficient screen ruler to
measure various records
and access its functions
from within. Features: Measurement units (Length,
Width, Height) - Gizmo to
set the ruler margins Magnifier to show the
mouse marker - Context
menu to copy the clipboard
with hex color code - Ruler
to show the distance - Lines
to display the dimensions of
the desktop - Memory to
generate the table of the last
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measurements - Tools to
rotate the ruler - Clock to
view the time automatically
- View distance of your
screen and pick new
direction - Calculate
distance and height Magnify the ruler - Rotate
the ruler and tools - View
the ruler around your mouse
- Vibration function - Path
to measure the distance Large ruler and small ruler Auto tracking Customizable - Hex to copy
the ruler - Mouse tracking
and ruler rotation - Rotate
on screen - Customizable *
It is not possible to change
the system ruler. * The
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mouse indicator is not
available. * The settings
appear for the first time
after installing the
application. * There is no
possibility to exit the
application. * All
measurements are rounded
to the nearest 0.1 units. *
Mouse cursor shows in the
center of the ruler. * A
language pack is not
available. * Voice is not
available. * The application
will not run if it is not
created with the executable
file. * Storage space for a
temporary file is not
available. * The application
will not run on an older
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version of Windows. * If
the application is not
created for Windows 8.1,
you will have to install the
language pack. * All
measurements are rounded
to the nearest 0.1 units. *
The ruler lags while
dragging the ruler. *
Context menu has 0 items.
* The clock will not run if
the application is
minimized. * The
application will not run on
older versions of Windows.
* If the application is not
created for Windows 8.
09e8f5149f
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Measure distances, angles
and points with accuracy
and ease Do you prefer
physical tools that provide
accurate values or digital
applications that come
packed with advanced
facilities? If you still find
yourself confused about
whether it's right for you,
Screen Ruler 3 in 1 is
exactly what you need. This
application provides a
digital screen ruler that
offers many usability
benefits. It displays a ruler
on the desktop screen that
makes it easy for you to
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measure distances
regardless of the
environment. It comes with
too few configuration
settings to keep the
interface uncluttered. This
app has a variety of unique
attributes that make the
interface of the tool very
simple and intuitive and
well-designed to ensure you
get everything you need out
of the application without
compromising on it's
efficiency and
functionality. Detailed
Features: Display ruler
anywhere on the desktop
screen Measure distances,
angles and points easily
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Measure any item
regardless of the
environment Change the
location of the ruler
anywhere on the desktop
screen Configure the tool to
measure distances in
different unit measurements
Choose the desired length
format for the ruler, use the
corresponding
magnification, in addition
to 6 convenient sizes
Measure distances, angles
and points with accuracy
and ease Display hex code
for a particular position of
the ruler Simple and
intuitive user interface
Compatible with Windows
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98/ME/2000/XP/Vista/7/8/
8.1 How to use Screen
Ruler 3 in 1: The main
window of the app comes
with the small ruler
displayed on the right side
of the screen, the left side
features a menu that lists
different measurements,
each one corresponding to
the item type. Click on it to
select the specified
measurement, from the
small button on the right
side of the ruler you can
change it to any other
desired dimension. A small
bar above the ruler shows
its corresponding
coordinates. To measure a
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specific place, you can
install the cursor magnifier,
which takes a few seconds
to load the enlarged version
and display the
corresponding hex code at
the end of the ruler. You
can rotate the screen ruler
to any angle. In addition,
you can change the
measurement format, use
the corresponding
magnification, and
configure the tool to
measure distances in
various unit measurements.
To ensure that you have all
the required settings, all of
the options of the tool come
at the center of the window.
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In order to save the settings,
you can click on the little
save button above the main
window. The application
comes with an archive file
that can be placed anywhere
on the hard drive and easily
saved to the system,
What's New in the?

Screen Ruler 3 in 1 is a
distance-measuring, unitselecting and size changing
ruler for Windows and all
versions of Windows. Key
Features: • Convert
centimeters, inches, pixels,
feet, yards, yards per inch,
pounds, meters, miles and
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eighths to and from other
units. • Display a ruler on
any Windows desktop
screen. • Built-in text
magnifier and mouse
pointer for select
(copy/paste) of text
coordinates. • Resize the
ruler on the screen. • Hex
color code for paste. •
Settings for three-panel unit
conversion: %, inches, and
pixels. • Display hex color
code on ruler. • Automatic
scrolling when the mouse
moves the ruler. • Four
panel visibility options:
hide/enable ruler, display
ruler in title bar, hide ruler
panels, toggle display. •
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Automatic resize to ruler's
size after mouse click on
the ruler. • Save/Load units
to/from user-selected file.
Full screen slider uses the
active window and content
to provide a continuous user
interface. When the
application starts, a slider
appears in the middle of the
screen. The slider smoothly
transitions to show what
you want to see next. Keys
that control the slider's
movement and scale: The
arrows keys move the slider
left and right. The spacebar
increases or decreases the
size of the slider so that you
can easily increase or
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decrease the font size.
Holding the shift key while
pressing the arrow keys
makes the slider move
smoothly. The following
keyboard shortcuts are used
to start and stop the slider.
Ctrl+W: Start the slider
Ctrl+F2: Stop the slider
Del: Reverse direction of
the slider's motion
Spacebar: Increase the font
size Shift+Spacebar:
Decrease the font size
Ctrl+End: Make the slider
larger Ctrl+Home: Make
the slider smaller 5 Key
Keyboard Shortcuts Open
Keyboard Shortcuts Folder
⇧+n: Jump to next keyboard
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shortcut group ⇧+p: Jump
to previous keyboard
shortcut group ⇧+E: Open
Keyboard Shortcuts Folder
Ctrl+9: Open Keyboard
Shortcuts Folder (Repeat to
open multiple instances)
⇧+1: Show shortcut for this
application ⇧+2: Show
shortcut for Windows ⇧+3:
Show shortcut for Windows
Explorer ⇧+4: Show
shortcut for Internet
Explorer ⇧+5:
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System Requirements For Screen Ruler 3 In 1:

Mac OS X 10.6 Snow
Leopard (10.6.5) Windows
7 64-bit, Service Pack 1
(SP1) 512 MB RAM 1024
x 768 Display Resolution 2
GB available hard drive
space (64-bit) AMD/Intel
CPU with SSE4 and SSE4.1
support A graphics card
that supports the Radeon
HD 2400 series or better
NVIDIA® GeForce 8 or
higher series graphics card
with Shader Model 4.0
support DirectX 9.0c or
higher
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